
 

SPS Commerce and Interdyn Business Microvar Unveil Hosted EDI for Microsoft Dynamics 
GP Webcast

Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. 7, 2008 - SPS Commerce, the leading provider of Web-based EDI services and Interdyn Business 
Microvar, today announced their webcast entitled, Hosted EDI for Dynamics GP, featuring EDI and integration experts and 
marine electronics supplier, Vexilar Inc. The event explores why organizations are integrating their EDI operations with Microsoft 
Dynamics GP using outsourced B2Bi instead of traditional software deployments.

“As our retail customers were requiring more and more EDI transactions for their direct-to-store and crossdocking 
processes, we decided it was time to automate Vexilar’s EDI process to draw the needed order and shipping data 
from our Dynamics GP solution needed by our outsourced EDI service provider, SPS Commerce,”  said Laurie 
Foell, controller at Vexilar. “With the help of Interdyn Business Microvar and SPS, Vexilar integrated the hosted EDI 
service with our Dynamics GP system in 2007 before Vexilar’s fall busy season. These organizations know EDI, but 
also knew the detailed workings of Dynamics GP, making our integration one that fit our timeline and delivered the 
efficiency we needed.” 

Webcast attendees will hear answers to these questions and more:

● Why have outsourced B2Bi and EDI become so popular? 

● What are the different types of outsourced B2Bi solutions? 
● What are the requirements a B2Bi solution should address? 
● What are the keys to making a B2Bi project a success? 
● How does the SaaS model work with an existing Dynamics GP solution?

Featured speakers for the Hosted EDI for Dynamics GP webcast include:

● David Novak, Executive Vice President at EDI outsourcing leader SPS Commerce 
● John Hendrickson, CEO at Interdyn Business Microvar, a Gold Certified Microsoft Partner that designed the integration 

between SPS Commerce and Dynamics GP 
● Laurie Foell, Controller at Vexilar Inc., a leader in marine electronics, who will discuss how Vexilar the advantages of an 

outsourced approach to B2Bi

The Hosted EDI for Dynamics GP webcast takes place on Thursday, February 7, 2008 at 1:00 pm CST.


